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THE LOST SwIMMER 
Ann Turner
Rights: world, excluding UK

Rebecca Wilding, an archaeology professor, makes sense of the past  
for a living.

But suddenly, truth and certainty are turning against her. Rebecca is 
accused of serious fraud, and worse, she suspects – she knows – that her 
husband, Stephen, is having an affair.

Desperate to find answers, Rebecca leaves with Stephen for Greece, Italy 
and Paris, where she can uncover the conspiracy against her, and hopefully 
win Stephen back to her side, where he belongs. There’s too much at stake 
– her love, her family, her work.

But on the idyllic Amalfi Coast, Stephen disappears. In a swirling daze 
of panic and fear, Rebecca is dealt with fresh allegations. And with time 
against her, she finds help in the most unlikely of places, and uncovers  
the secrets that stand between her and Stephen – and the deceit that  
has chased her halfway around the world. 

Sometimes marriage is a lonely place.

‘The definition of a page-turner.’ Marie Claire

‘Ann Turner has produced a vivid, suspenseful thriller that should appeal  
to those with a taste for armchair travel.’ Sydney Morning Herald

‘A smartly constructed, tense thriller that will leave you guessing until the 
very end. It’s a remarkable debut from former filmmaker Ann Turner, who’s 
destined to become a prominent name in Australian writing.’  
Better Reading 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAX92tMdwDo

ANN TURNER 

‘One soon appreciates why The Lost 
Swimmer has been described as 
reminiscent of Patricia Highsmith’s  
The Talented Mr Ripley’ 
The Age
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OUT Of THE ICE 
Ann Turner
June 2016
Rights: world, excluding UK

Environmental scientist Laura Green is chosen by the International 
Antarctic Council to report on the abandoned Norwegian whaling station of 
Fredelighavn with view to opening it up to tourists. The eerie station has a 
brutal past, but since the 1970s has been an Exclusion Zone designated as 
a wildlife-breeding site. Laura is surprised to find the seals, that have over-
run the abandoned cinema, behaving with a strange hostility; so, too, the 
penguins at the rookery. When Laura thinks she sees a teenage boy trapped 
in an ice cave, she begins to suspect there are darker secrets buried in the 
station’s past.

In this mystery-thriller, Laura journeys through loss, friendship and horror, 
to discover the truth, and embrace her future, if she can only find her way 
out of the ice.

Ann Turner is an award-winning screenwriter and director, avid reader, 
and history lover. Her films include the historical feature Celia starring 
Rebecca Smart—which Time Out listed as one of the fifty greatest 
directorial debuts of all time, Hammers Over The Anvil starring Russell 
Crowe and Charlotte Rampling, and the psychological thriller Irresistible 
starring Susan Sarandon, Sam Neill, and Emily Blunt. Ann has lectured in 
film at the Victorian College of the Arts. Ann was born in Adelaide and lives 
in Victoria.

 Visit www.annturnerauthor.com

ANN TURNER
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CLAIMINg NOAH  
Amanda Ortlepp
Rights: world English, excluding USA,  
Canada & Philippines

Catriona and James are desperate for children, and embark on an IVF 
program. After a gruelling round of treatments, Catriona finally falls 
pregnant, and they donate their remaining embryo anonymously.

Diana and Liam are on a waiting list to receive an embryo. Sooner than 
expected, they are thrilled to discover one is available.

After a difficult pregnancy, Catriona gives birth to Sebastian. But severe 
postnatal depression affects her badly, and quickly turns into deadly 
psychosis. For her protection and her baby’s, she’s admitted into 
psychiatric care. When she comes home, she again struggles to bond 
with her baby, but gradually life finds its own rhythm.

Meanwhile, Diana has given birth to a beautiful little boy, Noah. But 
when he is two months old Noah is abducted… and Diana and Liam’s 
nightmare begins. 

Where is Noah?

‘A taut, emotional thriller’ 
Shepparton News

‘A compelling novel from a new voice in fiction’  
Culture Street

AMANDA ORTLEPP

‘Amanda Ortlepp’s first novel is a 
gripping, emotionally charged story’ 
Herald Sun
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RUNNINg AgAINST THE TIDE  
Amanda Ortlepp
March 2016
Rights: world English, excluding USA,  
Canada & Philippines

Running Against the Tide is a novel about long-held grudges, prejudices and 
love triangles in a small town where lives are tangled too closely together. It 
is set in the fictional town of Mallee Bay, a small oyster farming town on the 
picturesque Eyre Peninsula in South Australia. 

When the peaceful community is disrupted by arson and oyster theft, 
everyone has different ideas about who is responsible. Old grudges are 
brought up, and fingers are pointed. The story is told from multiple points 
of view including the local fire chief, a cantankerous second generation 
oyster farmer, a mother of two teenage sons to two absent fathers, and a 
teenage outcast. 

Amanda Ortlepp is a marketing and communications professional who 
lives in Sydney. She lives in the Inner West of Sydney and Claiming Noah is 
her first novel.

 www.amandaortlepp.com

AMANDA ORTLEPP
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HOUSE fOR ALL SEASONS
Jenn J McLeod
Rights: world 

Bequeathed a century-old house, four estranged friends return to their 
hometown, Calingarry Crossing, where each must stay for a season to 
fulfill the wishes of their beloved benefactor, Gypsy. Here they finally 
face the consequences of the tragic accident that occurred twenty 
years ago and changed their lives forever.

Sara, a breast cancer survivor afraid to fall in love; Poppy, an ambitious 
journo craving her father’s approval; Amber, a spoilt socialite looking 
for some purpose to life; Caitlin, a doctor frustrated by a controlling 
family.

At Dandelion House, each will discover something about themselves 
and a secret that will bind them forever.

‘She impressively weaves a tale of secrets, scandal, suprise and 
reunification’ Sun-Herald

‘McLeod cleverly keeps readers turning the pages’  
Weekly Times

‘An enthralling read that will leave you 
feeling compelled to ponder your own 
childhood memories’  
Australian Women’s Weekly

JENN J McLEOD
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ALSO AVAILABLE
SIMMERINg SEASON 
Rights: world

SEASON Of SHADOw  
AND LIgHT
Rights: world

THE OTHER SIDE Of  
THE SEASON
Available April 2016
Rights: world

When Jenn J McLeod quit Sydney’s corporate communications chaos, 
she bought a little café in a small town and ran a unique, dog-friendly B&B 
in country New South Wales. Home now is a fifth wheeler caravan, her 
days spent writing heart-warming tales of Australian country life. Readers 
and reviewers alike enthusiastically received Jenn’s debut, House for all 
Seasons, placing it at #5 on the 2013 Nielsen’s Best Selling Debut Novel list. 

 www.jennjmcleod.com
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SAREE
Su Dharmapala
Rights: world, excluding UK and India

Nila wasn’t born beautiful and is destined to go through life unnoticed… 
until she becomes a saree maker. As she works, Nila weaves into the silk 
a pattern of love, hope and devotion, which will prove to be invaluable to 
more lives than her own. 

From the lush beauty of Sri Lanka, ravaged by bloody civil war, to India and 
its eventual resting place in Australia, this is the story of a precious saree 
and the lives it changes forever. Nila must find peace, Mahinda yearns for 
his true calling, Pilar is haunted by a terrible choice, Sarojini doubts her 
ability to love, Madhav is a holy fraud and Marion’s understanding of the 
very meaning of love is challenged and transformed. Each teeters between 
joy and pain, and each is touched by the power and beauty of the saree. 

A breathtaking story of beauty, oppression and freedom… and of an 
enduring love that can never be broken. 

Su Dharmapala is a Melbourne based writer. She was born in Singapore 
and grew up between Singapore and Sri Lanka before immigrating to 
Australia in 1989. She completed her Bachelor of Arts (majoring in French 
and German) and Bachelor of Science at Monash University in 1997.
After graduating from University, Su has worked in technology for some 
of Australia’s Fortune 500 companies. Saree is Su’s second novel. The 
Wedding Season was published by Simon and Schuster Australia in 2012.
When she is not writing, Su is a political junkie with a passion for social 
justice and food. She lives in the leafy eastern suburbs of Melbourne with 
her family.
‘Dharmapala dazzles with a sprawling saga’  
The Australian

 www.sudharmapala.com

SU DHARMAPALA

‘A subcontinental masterpiece’

The Guardian 
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TIDDAS
Anita Heiss
Rights: world

Five women, best friends for decades, meet once a month to talk about 
books… and life, love and the jagged bits in between. Dissecting each 
other’s lives seems the most natural thing in the world – and honesty, no 
matter how brutal, is something they treasure. Best friends tell each other 
everything, don’t they? But each woman harbours a complex secret and 
one weekend, without warning, everything comes unstuck.
Izzy, soon to be the first Black woman with her own television show, has to 
make a decision that will change everything. Veronica, recently divorced 
and dedicated to raising the best sons in the world, has forgotten who 
she is. Xanthe, desperate for a baby, can think of nothing else, even at the 
expense of her marriage. Nadine, so successful at writing other people’s 
stories, is determined to blot out her own. Ellen, footloose by choice, 
begins to question all that she’s fought for.
When their circle begins to fracture and the old childhood ways don’t work 
anymore, is their sense of sistahood enough to keep it intact? How well do 
these tiddas really know each other?

Dr Anita Heiss is the author of nonfiction, historical fiction, commercial 
women’s fiction, poetry, social commentary, and travel articles. She is a 
regular guest at writers’ festivals and travels internationally performing  
her work and lecturing on Indigenous literature. She is an Indigenous 
Literacy Day Ambassador and a proud member of the Wiradjuri nation  
of central New South Wales.
‘This enjoyable and human story is impressively interwoven with historical 
and contemporary Aboriginal issues.’ 
The Sun Herald

 www.anitaheiss.com

ANITA HEISS

‘Only Anita Heiss is writing this new 
contemporary women’s story.’ 
Susan Johnson
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THE SECRET HEIRESS 
Luke Devenish
April 2016
Rights: world

Victoria, Australia, 1886… and 1903. Dark shadows fall across two golden 
summers, seventeen years apart.

When beautiful Matilda Gregory, mistress of Summersby House, dies 
in mysterious circumstances, her will brings to light an extraordinary 
deception. Summersby has a secret heiress, whose name is also Matilda 
Gregory, a strange, ethereal girl with an irrevocably broken memory.

Grieving Samuel Hackett seems somehow linked to his fiancée’s death but 
a terrible pact made with Summersby’s butler proves effective in silencing 
the tongues wagging about this new heiress. The two men return the 
second Matilda to her inheritance – and set off a series of puzzling events. 

Two loyal servant girls, Aggie and Ida, gradually awaken to the sinister 
forces playing in Summersby’s halls. Determined to aid the vulnerable 
heiress, the maids uncover strange behaviour, ghostly dogs, and letters 
from beyond the grave. 

Almost twenty years later, Biddy MacBryde, a runaway kitchen maid, finds 
herself at the doors of the imposing and mysterious Summersby House. 
And just like Aggie and Ida, Biddy uncovers a shocking truth about its 
heiress – and an even more startling legacy.

Luke Devenish is an Australian writer of historical fiction, numerous plays 
and several long running television dramas. His first two novels, Den of 
Wolves and Nest of Vipers, about the women behind the men of Ancient 
Rome, were translated into five languages, earning him a passionate 
international readership. Luke is also a veteran television producer, 
overseeing the hugely popular and internationally screened Neighbours 
TV series for 1500 episodes. Luke is now a film and television academic at 
the University of Melbourne’s Victorian College of the Arts, and lives with 
his partner and pets in a sprawling 1860s garden in historic Castlemaine, 
Central Victoria.

 www.lukedevenish.com

‘Each chapter leaves you teetering at  
the edge of a precipice’
Sun Herald
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TOM HOUgHTON
Todd Alexander
Rights: world

His whole life has been a fantasy. Who is Tom Houghton?

As a boy growing up in the western suburbs of Sydney, Tom Houghton 
escapes the harshness of the schoolyard by cocooning himself in the 
cinema of the golden age of Hollywood.

When he discovers that his favourite actress, Katharine Hepburn, modelled 
herself on her brother, Thomas Houghton Hepburn, Tom sinks deeper into 
his fantasy life. Determined to reveal his true identity to the world, Tom is 
propelled on a torturous path with disastrous consequences.

Almost thirty years later, Tom is offered an acting role at a festival in 
Scotland. With the rigours of his past finally catching up with him, fantasy 
and reality struggle for control and Tom finds himself questioning 
everything he thought he knew about himself.

‘A wonderful, touching coming-of-age novel that is raw, confronting and 
tender at the same time.’ Better Reading

Todd Alexander has been writing for over twenty years. His work has been 
published in magazines and period¬icals and his first novel, Pictures of 
Us, was published in 2006. How to Buy and Sell on eBay.com.au – The 
Official Pocket Guide has sold in excess of 30,000 copies. In 2010, his 
advanced guide to eBay, How to Make Money on eBay was published, 
followed by Why Pay Retail (2011), Get Your Business Online. . . Now! and 
Every Day Internet at Any Age (both in 2012), The New eBay (2013) and 
Check 100: Tips for a Successful eBay Business (2014). He lives in the 
Hunter Valley of NSW with his partner where they run a boutique vineyard 
and accommodation business, Block Eight. Todd has degrees in Modern 
Literature and Law. According to the website ancestry.com.au, Todd is a 
ninth cousin of Katharine Hepburn.

 www.toddalexander.com.au
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bbmc7xPRj4

TODD ALEXANDER

‘As tragic, confronting, hilarious and 
utterly true as the best of Matt Nable 
and Christos Tsiolkas.’  
Books and Publishing
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THE TRANSgRESSIONS CyCLE
Mike Jones 
Rights: world

THE MOTHERS
Fleeing the horrors of Dickensian England and debts she cannot pay, Rosanna 
steals passage aboard a ship from a desperate young mother and her child. 
But all hope of a better life is snuffed out when the ship runs aground on 
Matron Island, a remote quarantine station off the coast of Tasmania. 
Trapped, Rosanna searches for a way out, discovering hidden chambers and 
a bizarre photography studio deep within the bowels of the station. Each step 
that Rosanna takes brings her closer to the truth behind the island and the 
creatures that await her in the dark. 

THE SCRIMSHAw MARIONETTE
After the death of his wife by his own failing, William flees the hardship of 
Depression-era Sydney with his young daughter, Rosa. Battling his addictions, 
William travels far south and finds work on a remote island whaling station.
But when Rosa finds a small scrimshaw marionette under the wharf, a restless 
spirit awakens to puppeteer the living and drag them into the sea.
Grappling with his sanity and reason, William must confront the truth of  
the past and put the restless marionette ghost to rest to save his daughter 
and himself.

THE REPARATION
written with Leonie Jones
When an ambitious but troubled Anglican priest takes over the inner city 
parish of St Agnes, he awakens the ghost of a girl named Amaranth, whose 
soul lives beneath the cemetery ground. 
And when old headstones are removed during church restorations, a terrible 
secret is brought to the surface. To unearth the truth of Amaranth and her 
awful death, the priest will have to confront the fear he dreads most. 
Mike Jones is a writer of screen, page and digital interactive media and 
recipient of numerous accolades, including an Australian Writers Guild award. 
He works in script development in Australia and overseas and serves as head 
of story for dark genre interactive media company Portal Entertainment. He is 
very tall, talks very fast, and likes things that go bump in the night.

 www.mikejones.tv

MIKE JONES
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My LIfE wITH SPARTACUS 
(wORKINg TITLE)
Vashti whitfield
September 2016
Rights: world
Vashti Whitfield is the widow of Andy Whitfield, the UK born, Australian 
resident star of Spartacus: Blood and Sand who tragically died of cancer at 
just 37 years of age, leaving behind his two young children and wife. In this 
memoir, Vashti is now ready to the write the story of their life together, how 
they met, their romance, the birth of their children, their move to Australia, 
Andy getting his big Hollywood break, the fateful diagnosis, his death and 
keeping it all together in the three years since.

With over 13 years’ experience in her field, Vashti whitfield has excelled 
in her career as an international professional life coach, facilitator and 
speaker, with her client base that ranges from senior level executives to 
excitable entrepreneurs, to high profile celebrities. Whilst simultaneously 
being the best friend, DIY manager and mentor to her celebrity actor 
husband, Andy Whitfield, best known for his leading role in TV drama 
Spartacus: Blood and Sand, Vashti has strived to harness the potential of 
others, inspiring them to turn their long term procrastinations and long lost 
goals into realities. 

 www.maybemcqueen.com

VAHTI wHITfIELD
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EM RUSCIANO
Em Rusciano
Available October 2016
Rights: world

A hilarious, heartfelt memoir about the life of one of Australia’s most 
adored performers. This will be Australia’s take on the strong female 
comedian memoir like those of Caitlin Moran, Tina Fey and Amy Poehler. 
Full of witty insights into Em’s world of mayhem, stardom and motherhood, 
this book will be sure to satisfy her army of fans. 

Em Rusciano is a writer, comedian, singer, television and radio presenter. 
She has a national weekly column for News.com.au and has received 
nation-wide press attention on the issues she has written about. She has 
also written for Mamamia, the Herald Sun and Cleo, as well as writing for 
her own popular blog.

Em hosted Perth’s 92.9 breakfast radio show for four years and interviewed 
Prime Ministers, traded baby-stories with suburban mums and jammed 
with the Black Eyed Peas. She riffed on everything from US politics, to 
post-natal depression to Lady Gaga’s man-bits, and drove the network to 
ratings supremacy, year after year. She then moved back to Melbourne and 
hosted a national radio show Mamamia Today with fellow comedian Dave 
Thornton.

 www.emrusciano.com.au

‘She’s a loud, high-maintenance, 
shameless over-achiever who wants 
to do it all’  
Arts Hub Review
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wHEN wILL I BE fAMOUS? 
(wORKINg TITLE)
Joel Creasey
Available November 2016
Rights: world

Joel Creasey has spent his life chasing fame. This book will be a memoir 
filled with funny anecdotes and some serious comments about growing up 
gay in suburban Australia. However, the story will be told in his witty and 
irreverent style, giving his fans exactly what they’ve been waiting for.

Australia’s ‘Acid Tongue Prince’ Joel Creasey has just completed a stellar 
season of hos sold-out show The Hurricane across Australia in 2015. 
Having burst onto the scene at the tender age of 19, he is now one of the 
best known, hottest and most sought-after comedians in Australia – and 
he’s only 24 years old. 

Creating controversy yet winning legions of new fans wherever he goes, 
in only a short time Joel has built a huge following that is rapidly growing 
both nationally and internationally. People everywhere are falling in love 
with his intelligent observations, acerbic style, pop-culture expertise and 
unrivalled storytelling abilities. 

Joel wowed public and industry alike in Montreal at the 2014 Just for 
Laughs Comedy Festival where he was trumpeted as ‘the highlight’ of the 
Chevy Chase Gala by the Montreal Gazette, and turned heads in every 
show he appeared on at the prestigious festival. Joel returned to the 
festival by invitation in 2015. 

‘The relentlessly hilarious 23-year-old has the chops of a much more 
seasoned performer, and the charisma of an inevitable star’ – TimeOut 
New York

 ‘Wonderful! Joel Creasey has, in only a short time, gained a legion of 
loyal local fans in love with his edgy and bitching attitutde’ – The West 
Australian

‘A revelation’ – The Age

 www.joelcreasey.com.au

‘He’s a fucking star. I love him!’ 
Joan Rivers
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MODERN CREATIVE
Hayden Cox
October 2016
Rights: world

‘When I was around 15 years old I snapped my favourite board. My 
thought process at the time was that if I couldn’t replace it and buy a  
new one I’d make it instead… That year I spent my entire school holidays 
learning how to shape. The guys at the factory assumed I was on 
mandatory work experience. In hindsight I guess I basically was.’  
Hayden Cox 

An entrepreneurial business and philosophy book from the award-
winning surfboard designer and founder of Haydenshapes, Hayden Cox. 
This will be ghost-written by award-winning writer Malcolm Knox and 
will include contributions or endorsements from Alexander Wang, the 
founder of Oakley, co-founder of Billabong, well known free surfer Craig 
Anderson, champion surfer Tom Carroll and many more. More than just a 
book for surfers, Modern Creative will appeal to young professionals and 
anyone who has a dream they want to see become a reality.

Hayden Cox is an award winning surfboard designer, entrepreneur and 
founder of Haydenshapes Surfboards. He is also the inventor of patented 
parabolic carbon fibre frame surfboard technology FutureFlex sold 
globally, along with his brand Haydenshapes, in over 70 countries. He is 
recognised for his innovative use of custom designed materials, modern 
construction methods and entrepreneurialism in business.

 www.haydenshapes.com

HAyDEN COX
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BILL: THE LIfE Of  
wILLIAM DOBELL
Scott Bevan
Rights: world

In post-war Australia, William Dobell was a household name. But the most 
famous artist in the land was a broken man.

His Archibald Prize-winning portrait of Joshua Smith was the subject of a 
sensational legal case, challenging not only Dobell’s right to the prize, but 
the very idea of art itself. Dobell won the legal battle but lost so much else. 
His health was shattered, and his desire to paint was wiped out. He had to 
get away.

Just north of Sydney, Wangi Wangi is far removed from big city life. Dobell 
moved to Wangi to escape fame, but in that beguiling little place he found 
community and friendship, and he rediscovered the passion to paint – and 
the joy of life.

Through years of research and interviews with Dobell’s friends and long-
time locals, acclaimed author and former Wangi resident Scott Bevan 
discovered how the village protected the artist, cared and posed for him, 
drank and partied with him. Wangi loved him as one of their own. To the 
world, he was Sir William Dobell, famous artist, but to Wangi, he was  
simply Bill.

This is the story of one of Australia’s greatest artists. It explores how 
ambition and talent took a working class boy a long way in the world, 
and how the reaction to one painting almost destroyed him. It’s also a 
celebration of community, and how one man finally discovered where  
he belonged – in the unlikeliest of places.

Scott Bevan is a Sydney-based writer, broadcaster and journalist.  
Like Dobell, he was born in Newcastle and has lived in Wangi Wangi.  
Unlike Dobell, Scott can’t paint. This is Scott’s fourth book.

‘a forensically researched, thoughtful and affectionate account’  
The Australian

SCOTT BEVAN

‘Bevan’s masterful biography is a welcome 
addition to the existing literature on an 
artist “as complex and multilayered” as 
“many of his portraits were… as of us are”.’ 
Limelight Magazine
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ONLINE gRAVITy
Paul X. McCarthy
Rights: world excluding UK, India and USA
We are all under the influence of Online Gravity, the powerful force driving 
the digital economy. Online Gravity forms huge planet-like companies that 
eat up or blitz their competition, and it’s changing the face of business, 
work and leisure.

In this fascinating book, Paul X. McCarthy, digital expert and big data 
analyst, shows that while the phenomenon is startling, it follows its own set 
of distinct rules and its power can be harnessed for our own success.

McCarthy reveals the seven laws of Online Gravity that are shaping the new 
world of business and how they can help us and our kids as workers and 
business owners of the 21st Century.

By revealing its inner workings, he shows how savvy digital start-ups have 
become giants of their realm, shifting where and what the jobs of the future 
look like. He also outlines new order business models, like Gazelles and 
Rocketships, Centurions and Unicorns, and modern worker identities, like 
Global Passionistas, Slashies and Uberslashies.

But most importantly, he shows us how to hack the strategies of Gravity 
giants to turbo-charge our own business, work and play.

Paul X. McCarthy is an observer of technology and its global impacts. 
He is Director of Strategy and Innovation at Sirca—a global technology 
company based in Sydney that provides online services for data-intensive 
researchers and analysts in financial services and other domains. 
Previously, McCarthy was cofounder of several innovative technology and 
online services and businesses for IBM State Government and CSIRO—
Australia’s National Science Agency and the inventors of Wi-Fi. McCarthy is 
Advisor and Adjunct Professor at the University of New South Wales School 
of Computer Science and Engineering, and cofounder of MBA Analytics.

 www.onlinegravity.com

PAUL X. MCCARTHy

‘Extraordinary insight into how the digital 
revolution is changing our lives forever’ 
Dr Terry Percival AM FTSE, Co-inventor of Wi-Fi
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SO yOU’RE gOINg  
TO BE A DAD
Peter Downey
Rights: world, excluding USA

Hands-on, inspiring – and funny – this Aussie classic is the bottom line for 
new dads on pregnancy, birth, newborns and young children

Dr Peter Downey knows babies and kids, and his best-selling book – now 
in this 20th-year anniversary edition – helps first-time dads prepare for 
what’s coming their way . . . with a grain of salt and a smile on their face. 
Fully revised and updated, he explores the joys and trials of new parenting, 
including:
• Surviving pregnancy and childbirth
• Nappies, breast pumps, sleep deprivation
• Living with a baby in your house
• The gear you need… and the gear you don’t
• Navigating the online parenting world
• Lots of stuff about sex
• And more importantly, how to be a switched-on dad in the 21st Century

Topped off with a glossary of handy words new dads need to know (and 
some they don’t), as well as words of wisdom from other ordinary fathers, 
So You’re Going to Be a Dad remains the most engaging, reassuring and 
down-to-earth book for new dads around.

Peter Downey is the author of three marriage and parenting books and 
was listed in The Bulletin magazine as one of Australia’s Top Ten parenting 
authors. Although he has a Bachelor, Masters, and Doctoral degrees in Arts 
and Education and a diploma in Biblical Studies, he feels like a guy writing 
a book about automotive engineering when all he’s done is worked part-
time in a carwash. As well as being a hands-on dad to three children, Peter 
Downey is also Deputy Principal of St Luke’s Grammar School in Sydney.

 www.peterdowney.com.au

PETER DOwNEy
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THE MAH-JONg PLAyER’S 
COMPANION
Patricia A. Thompson
Rights: world
Since the arrival on the market of Patricia Thompson and Betty Maloney’s 
two previous books, The Game of Mah Jong Illustrated and Improve Your 
Mah Jong, a wide range of hands from many parts of the world has been 
sent to them. In this player’s companion the authors have put together a 
cross-filled reference guide where over 120 hands, illustrated in colour, can 
be quickly identified by following the flip-top headings on each page. 

THE gAME Of MAH-JONg 
ILLUSTRATED
Patricia A. Thompson
Rights: world
Although Mah Jong has been played by many nationalities through the 
ages, there are few books on the game. Some early books, translated 
from the Chinese, make hilarious reading and are virtually impossible to 
comprehend. Most books for beginners assume that the reader has some 
elementary knowledge of the game. In this well-thought out book, the 
player is introduced to every phase by a clear explanation followed by 
illustrations which enable an easy step-by-step development of the game. 
Scoring is set out in simple tabulated form, with illustrations of scoring for 
specific hands. Altogether fifty-one hands are fully illustrated making this 
an invaluable handbook for newcomer and experienced player alike. 

IMPROVE yOUR MAH-JONg
Patricia A. Thompson
Rights world
This book is designed for those familiar with the game who now want to 
improve their skills and maybe teach others to play. The illustrations are 
all in colour to simplify identification of the various hands - 55 in all. The 
calculator in the back cover makes scoring simple. 
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gRUg
Ted Prior
Rights: world
One day, the top of a Burrawang tree fell to the ground and became... Grug! 

Grug has returned from the wilderness to remind us again of the magic of 
childhood, the importance of renewing the Australian wilderness and the 
caution we all need to take in the wild world out there. 

This classic Aussie hero is back from the bush to enchant a new generation 
of youngsters! 

TED PRIOR

• Grug
• Grug at the Beach
• Grug and his Bicycle
• Grug and the Big Red Apple
• Grug Builds a Boat
• Grug Builds a Car
• Grug and His Garden
• Grug Goes Fishing
• Grug and the Green Paint
• Grug has a Birthday
• Grug and the Kite
• Grug Learns to Cook
• Grug Learns to Dance
• Grug Learns to Swim
• Grug Meets Snoot
• Grug and his Music

• Grug and the Playground
• Grug Plays Cricket
• Grug Plays Soccer
• Grug and the Rainbow
• Grug Goes Shopping
• Grug at the Snow
• Grug at the Zoo
• Grug and his First Christmas
• Grug Learns to Read
• Grug and the Circus
• Grug and his Imaginary Friend
• Grug Learns to Fly
• Grug Goes to Hospital
• Grug the Superhero
• Greug Gets Lost
• Grugs Meets a Dinosaur

 www.mygrug.com
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THE KABOOM KID SERIES
David warner
Rights: world, excluding India

Meet Little Davey Warner. He lives in Sandhill Flats with his mum and dad 
and his brother Steve – and his stinky dog Max. Davey and his schoolmates 
– even Max – are MAD for cricket. All they want to do is play… but there’s 
always something getting in their way.
Also available
• The Big Switch: The Kaboom Kid #1 
• Playing Up: The Kaboom Kid #2    
• Keep it Down!: The Kaboom Kid #3
• Hit for Six: The Kaboom Kid #4       
• The Big Time: The Kaboom Kid #5
• Home & Away: The Kaboom #6
David warner is one of Australia’s most influential athletes and the world’s 
most explosive batsman. David loves kids, loves kids playing cricket and 
has written these books about growing up with cricket to encourage kids of 
all persuasions to play for fun and fitness. 

 www.davidwarner31.com

DAVID wARNER
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